For Immediate Release

SAPHENEIA IMPLEMENTS CLARITY

TM

CT DOSE REDUCTION AND IMAGE OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION IN SIX

PREMIER RADIOLOGY CENTERS IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. FACILITIES ACHIEVE CT DOSE REDUCTION AS
MUCH AS 50%
TM

Radiology Associates of Sacramento, (RAS), selects Sapheneia’s Clarity CT solution to achieve lowest CT dose for their
patients.
LINKÖPING, SWEDEN – November 23, 2012 – Sapheneia Global, the leading provider of high quality, Dose Reduction &
Image Optimization software for CT, PET-CT, CR, DR and Fluoroscopy, today announced the completion and full
TM

integration of their proprietary Iterative processing software, Clarity to six CT scanners owned and operated by RAS in
Northern California.
According to the Chief CT Technologist of RAS, Shane Shepherd, “We performed side-by-side comparisons between
Sapheneia’s Clarity and the solution available from our original equipment manufacturer, (OEM), of our CT scanners. Our
TM

radiologists agreed Clarity performed as well as the OEM solution when comparing image quality at lower doses.
Additionally, Sapheneia was able to provide us a custom solution to cater to the varying requirements of our radiologist
sub-specialty groups, and our variety of CT equipment”.
Richard Smillie, Sales Manager for Sapheneia Global in the USA says, “ We are proud of the results achieved at RAS.
They are an excellent example for all medical facilities around the country as to what can be achieved regarding the
lowering of CT radiation dose. The exceedingly high level of social awareness, which revolves around radiation dose to
TM

patients, has driven providers to revisit their radiation safety practices. RAS has led in these efforts. When Clarity was
implemented, RAS had already taken measures to reduce dose via the ALARA, (as low as reasonably achievable),
principal. With Clarity’s iterative processing, they were able to reduce radiation dose as low as an additional 50% beyond
what was previously achievable.”

About Sapheneia

Sapheneia is a global, ISO-certified imaging services company specializing in diagnostic and
analytical image processing solutions. Sapheneia’s mission is to provide medical image
optimization products to promote higher diagnostic confidence, greater patient and medical staff
TM

safety, and improved cost-effectiveness of medical imaging. Sapheneia’s Clarity OEM
Solutions, which are manufactured according to ISO 13485, enhance the diagnostic quality of
images based on settings optimized by the radiologist. This enables lower radiation dose

exposures while simultaneously providing radiologists with the diagnostic confidence previously
available only when reading images at full dose.

About RAS
RAS is Northern California's premier provider of specialty healthcare services. Our core services include diagnostic
radiology, interventional/neurointerventional radiology, radiation oncology, PET / nuclear medicine, hematology / medical
oncology, gynecologic oncology, urology, and thoracic / vascular surgery. Established in 1917, RAS provides quality
healthcare to patients through multiple outpatient locations in four Sacramento area counties. RAS has over 900
employees, including physicians, health-care professionals and support staff.
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